The prospect theory implies that the inclusion of a gain-lock-in device into the floor of portfolio insurance can benefit the long-term asset management under loss aversion. We find that the relaxation of the multiple of the CPPI from a constant to a dynamic can improve the performance in the short-term. Thus, integrating these two properties into one model, we propose the contingently ratcheted floor variable proportion portfolio insurance (CRF-VPPI).
Introduction
With the fact that payoffs under a portfolio insurance strategy are truncated, the payoff distribution violates the assumption of normal distribution implied by the CAPM. Thus, the CAPM-based criteria are inappropriate to measure the performance created by portfolio insurance. Originated from the prospect theory, we propose the KT's index (initial after Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) as an alternative performance measurement.
Based on implications of loss aversion, we incorporate a gain-lock-in device into the floor of a portfolio insurance to result in an upward ladder payoff distribution, and further relax the multiple from a constant to a dynamic of the CPPI to form a contingently ratcheted floor variable proportion portfolio insurance (CRF-VPPI) strategy. The proposed strategy is able to create a smooth participation pattern in the longterm, hence resulting in a better utility satisfaction under loss aversion.
Utility Theory and Implications to Strategy Design
Prospect theory refers to depicting the process that investors are conscious gains or losses over a reference point hence to change their utility status. Since KT's theory was a one- suggests that a strategy for long-term asset management under loss aversion is incorporating a gain-lock-in device into portfolio insurance and its mechanism is able to create an upward ladder-payoff distribution. 
Performance Measurement

The Model
where i E denotes the exposure after rebalance 1 ! i . The first term in the right-hand side is the cushion where
) is the proportion of wealth changes, and 
Conclusion
The contributions of this paper are: First, findings of implications for strategy design under loss aversion could be guidelines for future strategy design. Second, the proposed KT's index is an alterative for CAPM-based measurement. Third, the proposed strategy CRF-VPPI is an easy tool for institutional investors to conduct asset management. Finally, illustrations of properties of the CRF-VPPI and the CPPI provide insight of the mechanism about the dynamic portfolio insurance.
